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There is a red sofa and a red chair. 

There is a violet rug on the floor. 

There is a chandelier.

There is an old TV.

There are plants.

There are a lot of books.

There are lots of books.
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^H,r ncw apartment. What does 
she lur ' hat a°csn»she have? Tell a partner.

plates // _ 
clothes //// LSh*has somft Put*s- 1

glasses x    * i---
Sh« has lot of cloth

pictures //    ^--

mugs x shoes 

///// towels x 
cups //

[ Sht doesn’t have any glasses. ^

EDQ Listen andcheck

somc/ony/o lot of



GRAMMAR SPOT

1    What’s the difference between the sentences?

She has five plates.

She has some plates.

She has a lot of plates.

2    When do we use some? When do we use any?

There are some cups.

There aren’t any glasses.

Does she have any clothes?



• https://auizizz.com/ioin/auiz/60a8221e3e77d5001cc39255/start

•    https://auizizz■com/admin/auiz/5f2b0245636123001b8a6d24/a-lot-
ofmuchmany?source=MainHeader&page=FeaturedPage

https://quizizz.com/join/quiz/60a8221e3e77d5001cc39255/start
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5f2b0245636123001b8a6d24/a-lot-ofmuchmany?source=MainHeader&page=FeaturedPage
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5f2b0245636123001b8a6d24/a-lot-ofmuchmany?source=MainHeader&page=FeaturedPage


2 Look at Josie’s shopping list. What does she need!



J Look at Josie and Emily shopping. Complete the

conversations.

J How much is this S 

Its $45.

J I like that_

E Yes, it's cool!
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J How much are these S 

They’re $15.

J 1 love those _ 

E They’re great!



J Look at__

E Theyre beautiful!

E Do you like

J Yeah! Its a great color!
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This is an apple. That is an apple.

These are apples. Those are apples.



https://www.liveworksheets.com/worksheets/en/English language/Demonstrative 

pronouns/This - That - These - Those px1261381bc

https://www.liveworksheets.com/worksheets/en/English_language/Demonstrative_pronouns/This_-_That_-_These_-_Those_px1261381bc
https://www.liveworksheets.com/worksheets/en/English_language/Demonstrative_pronouns/This_-_That_-_These_-_Those_px1261381bc


In our classroom

1 Complete the sentences with some, any, or a.

1    I have _a_ dictionary and    books on my table.

2    There arent_French students in our class.

3    Do we have_homework tonight?

4    I need_help with this exercise.

5    Is there_test this week?

6    There are_difficult exercises in this book,

but we have_very good teacher.



Write sentences about things in your house/ work.

•    There's a big window.

•    There are some chairs.

•    This is my bed.

•    That is my closet.



1.    There is a small bed.

2.    There is a desk. an office. (lawyer's office)

3.    There is a big window.

4.    There is a red and yellow carpet.

5.    There is a big mirror.

6.    There is a ceiling fan.





What's in your bag?
*

3    QJIIQ) Listen to Christina. Choose the th'— she 

has in her handbag. '̂%

□ a phone [Han"A

n°u'

4    What does she have? What doesn’t she have?

She has a phone and some pens.    doesn't have a comb,

and she doesn't have any stamps. ■    ■



What do you usually carry in your bag or wallet?



Check it    .    •    -

6 Choose the correct sentence.

1    CD Do you have some dictionary?

0 Do you have a dictionary?

2    EH Here are some photos of my 

children. EH Here are any photos of my 

children.

3    EH I have a lot of books.

EH I have a lot books.

4    EH Pete, this is Dave. Dave, this is Pete.

EH Pete, that is Dave. Dave, that is Pete.
_ • •

5    EH I don’t have some money.

EH I don’t have any money.
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